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Thomas Sowell’s “extraordinary” explication of the competing visions of human nature lie at the
heart of our political conflicts (New York Times)Controversies in politics arise from many
sources, but the conflicts that endure for generations or centuries show a remarkably consistent
pattern. In this classic work, Thomas Sowell analyzes this pattern. He describes the two
competing visions that shape our debates about the nature of reason, justice, equality, and
power: the "constrained" vision, which sees human nature as unchanging and selfish, and the
"unconstrained" vision, in which human nature is malleable and perfectible. A Conflict of Visions
offers a convincing case that ethical and policy disputes circle around the disparity between
both outlooks.

From Publishers WeeklySowell, an economist and author (The Economics and Politics of Race,
etc.), presents a provocative analysis of the conflicting visions of human nature that have
shaped the moral, legal and economic life of recent times. For the past 200 years, he writes, two
visions ofor "gut feelings" abouthow the world works, have dominated: the constrained vision,
which views man as unchanged, limited and dependent on evolved social processes (market
economies, constitutional law, etc.); and the unconstrained vision, which argues for man's
potential and perfectability, and the possibility of rational planning for social solutions. Examining
the views of thinkers who reflect these constrained (Adam Smith) and unconstrained (William
Godwin) visions, Sowell shows how these powerful and subjective visions give rise to carefully
constructed social theories. His discussion of how these conflicting attitudes ultimately produce
clashes over equality, social justice and other issues is instructive.Copyright 1986 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library
JournalThis latest work by Sowell examines two competing visions which shape our debates
about the nature of reason, justice, equality, and power. These visions are the "constrained"
vision, which sees human nature as unchanging and selfish, and the "unconstrained" vision, in
which human nature is malleable and perfectible. The book builds a convincing case that ethical
and policy disputes are ultimately based on the differences in these visions. It covers a wide
variety of political, philosophical, and economic thought. Although occasionally abstract, this
volume is an important contribution to our understanding of current social issues.
Recommended for large public and all college and university libraries. Richard C. Schiming,
Economics Dept., Mankato State Univ., Minn.Copyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorThomas Sowell has taught
economics at a number of colleges and universities, including Cornell, University of California
Los Angeles, and Amherst. He has published both scholarly and popular articles and books on
economics, and is currently a scholar in residence at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University.



--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review''Extraordinary . . .[Sowell] makes
his case fairly, lucidly, and persuasively.'' --New York Times Book Review''A provocative analysis
of the conflicting visions of human nature that have shaped the moral, legal, and economic life of
recent times . . . His discussion of how these conflicting attitudes ultimately produce clashes over
equality, social justice, and other issues is instructive.'' --Publishers Weekly''The book builds a
convincing case that ethical and policy disputes are ultimately based on the differences in these
visions. It covers a wide variety of political, philosophical, and economic thought . . .[A]n
important contribution to our understanding of current social issues.'' --Library Journal --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review''Extraordinary . . .[Sowell] makes his case
fairly, lucidly, and persuasively.'' --New York Times Book Review''A provocative analysis of the
conflicting visions of human nature that have shaped the moral, legal, and economic life of
recent times . . . His discussion of how these conflicting attitudes ultimately produce clashes over
equality, social justice, and other issues is instructive.'' --Publishers Weekly''The book builds a
convincing case that ethical and policy disputes are ultimately based on the differences in these
visions. It covers a wide variety of political, philosophical, and economic thought . . .[A]n
important contribution to our understanding of current social issues.'' --Library Journal''A
provocative analysis of the conflicting visions of human nature that have shaped the moral, legal,
and economic life of recent times . . . His discussion of how these conflicting attitudes ultimately
produce clashes over equality, social justice, and other issues is instructive.'' --Publishers
Weekly''The book builds a convincing case that ethical and policy disputes are ultimately based
on the differences in these visions. It covers a wide variety of political, philosophical, and
economic thought . . .[A]n important contribution to our understanding of current social issues.'' --
Library Journal --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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and DecisionsOn Classical EconomicsTo my wife Mary, with loveEvery man, wherever he goes,
is encompassed by a cloud of comforting convictions, which move with him like flies on a
summer day.Bertrand RussellPreface to the 2006 EditionThis is a revised edition of my own
favorite among the books I have written—mainly because it addresses a fundamental question
that seldom gets the attention it deserves: What are the underlying assumptions behind the very
different ideological visions of the world being contested in modern times? The purpose here will
not be to determine which of these visions is more valid but rather to reveal the inherent logic
behind each of these sets of views and the ramifications of their assumptions which lead not
only to different conclusions on particular issues but also to wholly different meanings to such
fundamental words as “justice,” “equality,” and “power.” Although this is in one sense a book
about the history of ideas, it is also very much about our own times, for this conflict of visions is
as sharply contested today as it has been over the past two centuries.Two other books of mine
do seek to examine the validity of different visions—The Vision of the Anointed and The Quest
for Cosmic Justice—but that is not the task in A Conflict of Visions. Together these three books
might be considered an informal trilogy, though each was written to stand alone. However, I
cannot claim to have stood alone when preparing this revised edition, for my two assistants Na
Liu and Elizabeth Costa have made major contributions in ferreting out errors and
inconsistencies and in preparing the computerized work for publication.Thomas SowellThe
Hoover InstitutionStanford UniversityPreface to the 1987 EditionA conflict of visions differs from
a conflict between contending interests. When interests are at stake, the parties directly affected
usually understand clearly what the issue is and what they individually stand to gain or lose. The
general public may not understand—and indeed may be confused precisely because of the



propaganda of the contending parties. But such public confusion is the direct consequence of
the clarity of the interested parties themselves. However, when there is a conflict of visions,
those most powerfully affected by a particular vision may be the least aware of its underlying
assumptions—or the least interested in stopping to examine such theoretical questions when
there are urgent “practical” issues to be confronted, crusades to be launched, or values to be
defended at all costs.Yet visions are not mere emotional drives. On the contrary, they have a
remarkable logical consistency, even if those devoted to these visions have seldom investigated
that logic. Nor are visions confined to zealots and ideologues. We all have visions. They are the
silent shapers of our thoughts.Visions may be moral, political, economic, religious, or social. In
these or other realms, we sacrifice for our visions and sometimes, if need be, face ruin rather
than betray them. Where visions conflict irreconcilably, whole societies may be torn apart.
Conflicts of interests dominate the short run, but conflicts of visions dominate history.We will do
almost anything for our visions, except think about them. The purpose of this book is to think
about them.Thomas SowellThe Hoover InstitutionStanford UniversityPART I:PATTERNSChapter
1The Role of VisionsOne of the curious things about political opinions is how often the same
people line up on opposite sides of different issues. The issues themselves may have no
intrinsic connection with each other. They may range from military spending to drug laws to
monetary policy to education. Yet the same familiar faces can be found glaring at each other
from opposite sides of the political fence, again and again. It happens too often to be
coincidence and it is too uncontrolled to be a plot. A closer look at the arguments on both sides
often shows that they are reasoning from fundamentally different premises. These different
premises—often implicit—are what provide the consistency behind the repeated opposition of
individuals and groups on numerous, unrelated issues. They have different visions of how the
world works.It would be good to be able to say that we should dispense with visions entirely, and
deal only with reality. But that may be the most utopian vision of all. Reality is far too complex to
be comprehended by any given mind. Visions are like maps that guide us through a tangle of
bewildering complexities. Like maps, visions have to leave out many concrete features in order
to enable us to focus on a few key paths to our goals. Visions are indispensable—but
dangerous, precisely to the extent that we confuse them with reality itself. What has been
deliberately neglected may not in fact turn out to be negligible in its effect on the results. That
has to be tested against evidence.A vision has been described as a “pre-analytic cognitive act.”1
It is what we sense or feel before we have constructed any systematic reasoning that could be
called a theory, much less deduced any specific consequences as hypotheses to be tested
against evidence. A vision is our sense of how the world works. For example, primitive man’s
sense of why leaves move may have been that some spirit moves them, and his sense of why
tides rise or volcanoes erupt may have run along similar lines. Newton had a very different vision
of how the world works and Einstein still another. For social phenomena, Rousseau had a very
different vision of human causation from that of Edmund Burke.Visions are the foundations on
which theories are built. The final structure depends not only on the foundation, but also on how



carefully and consistently the framework of theory is constructed and how well buttressed it is
with hard facts. Visions are very subjective, but well-constructed theories have clear
implications, and facts can test and measure their objective validity. The world learned at
Hiroshima that Einstein’s vision of physics was not just Einstein’s vision.Logic is an essential
ingredient in the process of turning a vision into a theory, just as empirical evidence is then
essential for determining the validity of that theory. But it is the initial vision which is crucial for
our glimpse of insight into the way the world works. In Pareto’s words:Logic is useful for proof but
almost never for making discoveries. A man receives certain impressions; under their influence
he states—without being able to say either how or why, and if he attempts to do so he deceives
himself—a proposition, which can be verified experimentally....2Visions are all, to some extent,
simplistic—though that is a term usually reserved for other people’s visions, not our own. The
ever-changing kaleidoscope of raw reality would defeat the human mind by its complexity,
except for the mind’s ability to abstract, to pick out parts and think of them as the whole. This is
nowhere more necessary than in social visions and social theory, dealing with the complex and
often subconscious interactions of millions of human beings.No matter what vision we build on,
it will never account for “every sparrow’s fall.” Social visions especially must leave many
important phenomena unexplained, or explained only in ad hoc fashion, or by inconsistent
assumptions that derive from more than one vision. The purest vision may not be the basis of the
most impressive theories, much less the most valid ones. Yet purer visions may be more
revealing as to unspoken premises than are the more complex theories. For purposes of
understanding the role of visions, William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793)
may tell us more than Marx’s Capital. Indeed, we may understand more of Marx’s Capital after
we have seen how similar premises worked out in the less complicated model of William
Godwin. Likewise, the vision of social causation underlying the theories of the Physiocrats was
in its essentials very much like the vision elaborated in a more complex and sophisticated way
by Adam Smith and still later (and still more so) by Milton Friedman.A vision, as the term is used
here, is not a dream, a hope, a prophecy, or a moral imperative, though any of these things may
ultimately derive from some particular vision. Here a vision is a sense of causation. It is more like
a hunch or a “gut feeling” than it is like an exercise in logic or factual verification. These things
come later, and feed on the raw material provided by the vision. If causation proceeds as our
vision conceives it to, then certain other consequences follow, and theory is the working out of
what those consequences are. Evidence is fact that discriminates between one theory and
another. Facts do not “speak for themselves.” They speak for or against competing theories.
Facts divorced from theory or visions are mere isolated curiosities.Ultimately there are as many
visions as there are human beings, if not more, and more than one vision may be consistent with
a given fact. Theories can be devastated by facts but they can never be proved to be correct by
facts. Facts force us to discard some theories—or else to torture our minds trying to reconcile
the irreconcilable—but they can never put the final imprimatur of ultimate truth on a given theory.
What empirical verification can do is to reveal which of the competing theories currently being



considered is more consistent with what is known factually. Some other theory may come along
tomorrow that is still more consistent with the facts, or explains those facts with fewer, clearer, or
more manageable assumptions—or a new theory may fit both this and other empirical
phenomena hitherto explained by a separate theory.Social visions are important in a number of
ways. The most obvious is that policies based on a certain vision of the world have
consequences that spread through society and reverberate across the years, or even across
generations or centuries. Visions set the agenda for both thought and action. Visions fill in the
necessarily large gaps in individual knowledge. Thus, for example, an individual may act in one
way in some area in which he has great knowledge, but in just the opposite way elsewhere,
where he is relying on a vision he has never tested empirically. A doctor may be a conservative
on medical issues and a liberal on social and political issues, or vice versa.The political battles
of the day are a potpourri of special interests, mass emotions, personality clashes, corruption,
and numerous other factors. Yet the enduring historic trends have a certain consistency that
reflects certain visions. Often special interests prevail to the extent that they can mobilize
support from the general public’s responsiveness to visions which can be invoked for or against
a given policy. From the standpoint of personal motivation, ideas may be simply the chips with
which special interests, demagogues, and opportunists of various sorts play the political game.
But from a broader perspective of history, these individuals and organizations can be viewed as
simply carriers of ideas, much as bees inadvertently carry pollen—playing a vital role in the
grand scheme of nature while pursuing a much narrower individual purpose.The role of rationally
articulated ideas may be quite modest in its effect on a given election, a legislative vote, or an
action of a head of state. Yet the atmosphere in which such decisions take place may be
dominated by a particular vision—or by a particular conflict of visions. Where intellectuals have
played a role in history, it has not been so much by whispering words of advice into the ears of
political overlords as by contributing to the vast and powerful currents of conceptions and
misconceptions that sweep human action along. The effects of visions do not depend upon their
being articulated, or even on decision-makers’ being aware of them. “Practical” decision-makers
often disdain theories and visions, being too busy to examine the ultimate basis on which they
are acting. However, the object here will be precisely to examine the underlying social visions
whose conflicts have shaped our times and may well shape times to come.Chapter
2Constrained and Unconstrained VisionsAt the core of every moral code there is a picture of
human nature, a map of the universe, and a version of history. To human nature (of the sort
conceived), in a universe (of the kind imagined), after a history (so understood), the rules of the
code apply.-Walter Lippmann1Social visions differ in their basic conceptions of the nature of
man. A creature from another galaxy who sought information about human beings from reading
William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice in 1793 would hardly recognize man, as
he appears there, as the same being who was described in The Federalist Papers just five years
earlier. The contrast would be only slightly less if he compared man as he appeared in Thomas
Paine and in Edmund Burke, or today in John Kenneth Galbraith and in Friedrich A. Hayek. Even



the speculative pre-history of man as a wild creature in nature differs drastically between the
free, innocent being conceived by Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the brutal participant in the
bloody war of each against all conceived by Thomas Hobbes.The capacities and limitations of
man are implicitly seen in radically different terms by those whose explicit philosophical,
political, or social theories are built on different visions. Man’s moral and mental natures are
seen so differently that their respective concepts of knowledge and of institutions necessarily
differ as well. Social causation itself is conceived differently, both as to mechanics and results.
Time and its ancillary phenomena—traditions, contracts, economic speculation, for example—
are also viewed quite differently in theories based on different visions. The abstractions which
are part of all theories tend to be viewed as more real by followers of some visions than by
followers of opposing visions. Finally, those who believe in some visions view themselves in a
very different moral role from the way that followers of other visions view themselves. The
ramifications of these conflicting visions extend into economic, judicial, military, philosophical,
and political decisions.Rather than attempt the impossible task of following all these
ramifications in each of the myriad of social visions, the discussion here will group these visions
into two broad categories—the constrained vision and the unconstrained vision. These will be
abstractions of convenience, recognizing that there are degrees in both visions, that a
continuum has been dichotomized, that in the real world there are often elements of each
inconsistently grafted on to the other, and innumerable combinations and permutations. With all
these caveats, it is now possible to turn to an outline of the two visions, and specifics on the
nature of man, the nature of knowledge, and the nature of social processes, as seen in
constrained and unconstrained visions.THE NATURE OF MANThe Constrained VisionAdam
Smith provided a picture of man which may help make concrete the nature of a constrained
vision. Writing as a philosopher in 1759, nearly twenty years before he became famous as an
economist, Smith said in his Theory of Moral Sentiments:Let us suppose that the great empire of
China, with all its myriads of inhabitants, was suddenly swallowed up by an earthquake, and let
us consider how a man of humanity in Europe, who had no sort of connection with that part of
the world, would react upon receiving intelligence of this dreadful calamity. He would, I imagine,
first of all express very strongly his sorrow for the misfortune of that unhappy people, he would
make many melancholy reflections upon the precariousness of human life, and the vanity of all
the labours of man, which could thus be annihilated in a moment. He would, too, perhaps, if he
was a man of speculation, enter into many reasonings concerning the effects which this disaster
might produce upon the commerce of Europe, and the trade and business of the world in
general. And when all this fine philosophy was over, when all these humane sentiments had
been once fairly expressed, he would pursue his business or his pleasure, take his repose or his
diversion, with the same ease and tranquility as if no such accident had happened. The most
frivolous disaster which could befall himself would occasion a more real disturbance. If he was to
lose his little finger tomorrow, he would not sleep to-night; but, provided he never saw them, he
would snore with the most profound security over the ruin of a hundred million of his



brethren. . . .2The moral limitations of man in general, and his egocentricity in particular, were
neither lamented by Smith nor regarded as things to be changed. They were treated as inherent
facts of life, the basic constraint in his vision. The fundamental moral and social challenge was to
make the best of the possibilities which existed within that constraint, rather than dissipate
energies in an attempt to change human nature—an attempt that Smith treated as both vain and
pointless. For example, if it were somehow possible to make the European feel poignantly the
full pain of those who suffered in China, this state of mind would be “perfectly useless,”
according to Smith, except to make him “miserable”,3 without being of any benefit to the
Chinese. Smith said: “Nature, it seems, when she loaded us with our own sorrows, thought that
they were enough, and therefore did not command us to take any further share in those of
others, than what was necessary to prompt us to relieve them.”4Instead of regarding man’s
nature as something that could or should be changed, Smith attempted to determine how the
moral and social benefits desired could be produced in the most efficient way, within that
constraint. Smith approached the production and distribution of moral behavior in much the
same way he would later approach the production and distribution of material goods. Although
he was a professor of moral philosophy, his thought processes were already those of an
economist. However, the constrained vision is by no means limited to economists. Smith’s
contemporary in politics, Edmund Burke, perhaps best summarized the constrained vision from
a political perspective when he spoke of “a radical infirmity in all human contrivances,”5 an
infirmity inherent in the fundamental nature of things. Similar views were expressed by Alexander
Hamilton in The Federalist Papers:It is the lot of all human institutions, even those of the most
perfect kind, to have defects as well as excellencies—ill as well as good propensities. This
results from the imperfection of the Institutor, Man.6Returning to Adam Smith’s example, a
society cannot function humanely, if at all, when each person acts as if his little finger is more
important than the lives of a hundred million other human beings. But the crucial word here is
act. We cannot “prefer ourselves so shamelessly and blindly to others” when we act, Adam
Smith said,7 even if that is the spontaneous or natural inclination of our feelings. In practice,
people on many occasions “sacrifice their own interests to the greater interests of others,”
according to Smith,8 but this was due to such intervening factors as devotion to moral principles,
to concepts of honor and nobility, rather than to loving one’s neighbor as oneself.9Through such
artificial devices, man could be persuaded to do for his own self-image or inner needs what he
would not do for the good of his fellow man. In short, such concepts were seen by Smith as the
most efficient way to get the moral job done at the lowest psychic cost. Despite the fact that this
was a moral question, Smith’s answer was essentially economic—a system of moral incentives,
a set of trade-offs rather than a real solution by changing man. One of the hallmarks of the
constrained vision is that it deals in trade-offs rather than solutions.In his later classic work, The
Wealth of Nations, Smith went further. Economic benefits to society were largely unintended by
individuals, but emerged systemically from the interactions of the marketplace, under the
pressures of competition and the incentives of individual gain.10 Moral sentiments were



necessary only for shaping the general framework of laws within which this systemic process
could go on.This was yet another way in which man, with all the limitations conceived by Smith,
could be induced to produce benefits for others, for reasons ultimately reducible to self-interest.
It was not an atomistic theory that individual self-interests added up to the interest of society. On
the contrary, the functioning of the economy and society required each individual to do things for
other people; it was simply the motivation behind these acts—whether moral or economic—
which was ultimately self-centered. In both his moral and his economic analyses, Smith relied on
incentives rather than dispositions to get the job done.The Unconstrained VisionPerhaps no
other eighteenth-century book presents such a contrast to the vision of man in Adam Smith as
William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, a work as remarkable for its fate as for its
contents. An immediate success upon its publication in England in 1793, within a decade it
encountered the chilling effect of British hostile reactions to ideas popularly associated with the
French Revolution, especially after France became an enemy in war. By the time two decades of
warfare between the two countries were ended at Waterloo, Godwin and his work had been
relegated to the periphery of intellectual life, and he was subsequently best known for his
influence on Shelley. Yet no work from the eighteenth-century “age of reason” so clearly, so
consistently, and so systematically elaborated the unconstrained vision of man as did Godwin’s
treatise.Where in Adam Smith moral and socially beneficial behavior could be evoked from man
only by incentives, in William Godwin man’s understanding and disposition were capable of
intentionally creating social benefits. Godwin regarded the intention to benefit others as being “of
the essence of virtue,”11 and virtue in turn as being the road to human happiness. Unintentional
social benefits were treated by Godwin as scarcely worthy of notice.12 His was the
unconstrained vision of human nature, in which man was capable of directly feeling other
people’s needs as more important than his own, and therefore of consistently acting impartially,
even when his own interests or those of his family were involved.13 This was not meant as an
empirical generalization about the way most people currently behaved. It was meant as a
statement of the underlying nature of human potential.Conceding current egocentric behavior
did not imply that it was a permanent feature of human nature, as human nature was conceived
in the unconstrained vision. Godwin said: “Men are capable, no doubt, of preferring an inferior
interest of their own to a superior interest of others; but this preference arises from a
combination of circumstances and is not the necessary and invariable law of our nature.”14
Godwin referred to “men as they hereafter may be made,”15 in contrast to Burke’s view: “We
cannot change the Nature of things and of men—but must act upon them the best we
can.”16Socially contrived incentives were disdained by Godwin as unworthy and unnecessary
expedients, when it was possible to achieve directly what Smith’s incentives were designed to
achieve indirectly: “If a thousand men are to be benefited, I ought to recollect that I am only an
atom in the comparison, and to reason accordingly.”17 Unlike Smith, who regarded human
selfishness as a given, Godwin regarded it as being promoted by the very system of rewards
used to cope with it. The real solution toward which efforts should be bent was to have people do



what is right because it is right, not because of psychic or economic payments— that is, not
because someone “has annexed to it a great weight of self interest.”18Having an unconstrained
vision of the yet untapped moral potential of human beings, Godwin was not preoccupied like
Smith with what is the most immediately effective incentive under the current state of things. The
real goal was the long-run development of a higher sense of social duty. To the extent that
immediately effective incentives retarded that long-run development, their benefits were
ephemeral or illusory. The “hope of reward” and “fear of punishment” were, in Godwin’s vision,
“wrong in themselves” and “inimical to the improvement of the mind.”19 In this, Godwin was
seconded by another contemporary exemplar of the unconstrained vision, the Marquis de
Condorcet, who rejected the whole idea of “turning prejudices and vices to good account rather
than trying to dispel or repress them.” Such “mistakes” Condorcet traced to his adversaries’
vision of human nature—their confusing “the natural man” and his potential with existing man,
“corrupted by prejudices, artificial passions and social customs.”20TRADE-OFFS VERSUS
SOLUTIONSPrudence—the careful weighing of trade-offs—is seen in very different terms within
the constrained and the unconstrained visions. In the constrained vision, where trade-offs are all
that we can hope for, prudence is among the highest duties. Edmund Burke called it “the first of
all virtues.”21 “Nothing is good,” Burke said, “but in proportion and with reference”22—in short,
as a trade-off. By contrast, in the unconstrained vision, where moral improvement has no fixed
limit, prudence is of a lower order of importance. Godwin had little use for “those moralists”—
quite conceivably meaning Smith—“who think only of stimulating men to good deeds by
considerations of frigid prudence and mercenary self-interests,” instead of seeking to stimulate
the “generous and magnanimous sentiment of our natures.”23Implicit in the unconstrained vision
is the notion that the potential is very different from the actual, and that means exist to improve
human nature toward its potential, or that such means can be evolved or discovered, so that
man will do the right thing for the right reason, rather than for ulterior psychic or economic
rewards. Condorcet expressed a similar vision when he declared that man can eventually “fulfill
by a natural inclination the same duties which today cost him effort and sacrifice.”24 Thus a
solution can supersede mere trade-offs.Man is, in short, “perfectible”—meaning continually
improvable rather than capable of actually reaching absolute perfection. “We can come nearer
and nearer,” according to Godwin,25 though one “cannot prescribe limits” to this process.26 It is
sufficient for his purpose that men are “eminently capable of justice and virtue”27—not only
isolated individuals, but “the whole species.”28 Efforts must be made to “wake the sleeping
virtues of mankind.”29 Rewarding existing behavior patterns was seen as antithetical to this
goal.Here, too, Condorcet reached similar conclusions. The “perfectibility of man,” he said, was
“truly indefinite.”30 “The progress of the human mind” was a recurring theme in Condorcet.31 He
acknowledged that there were “limits of man’s intelligence,”32 that no one believed it possible for
man to know “all the facts of nature” or to “attain the ultimate means of precision” in their
measurement or analysis.33 But while there was ultimately a limit to man’s mental capability,
according to Condorcet, no one could specify what it was. He was indignant that Locke “dared to



set a limit to human understanding.”34 As a devotee of mathematics, Condorcet conceived
perfectibility as a never-ending asymptotic approach to a mathematical limit.35While use of the
word “perfectibility” has faded away over the centuries, the concept has survived, largely intact,
to the present time. The notion that “the human being is highly plastic material”36 is still central
among many contemporary thinkers who share the unconstrained vision. The concept of
“solution” remains central to this vision. A solution is achieved when it is no longer necessary to
make a trade-off, even if the development of that solution entailed costs now past. The goal of
achieving a solution is in fact what justifies the initial sacrifices or transitional conditions which
might otherwise be considered unacceptable. Condorcet, for example, anticipated the eventual
“reconciliation, the identification, of the interests of each with the interests of all”—at which point,
“the path of virtue is no longer arduous.”37 Man could act under the influence of a socially
beneficial disposition, rather than simply in response to ulterior incentives.SOCIAL MORALITY
AND SOCIAL CAUSATIONHuman actions were dichotomized by Godwin into the beneficial and
the harmful, and each of these in turn was dichotomized into the intentional and the
unintentional. The intentional creation of benefits was called “virtue,”38 the intentional creation of
harm was “vice”,39 and the unintentional creation of harm was “negligence,” a subspecies of
vice.40 These definitions can be represented schematically:BENEFICIALHARMFULINTENTION
ALVirtueViceUNINTENTIONALNegligenceThe missing category was unintentional benefit. It
was precisely this missing category in Godwin that was central to Adam Smith’s whole vision,
particularly as it unfolded in his classic work The Wealth of Nations. The economic benefits to
society produced by the capitalist, were, according to Smith, “no part of his intention.”41 The
capitalist’s intentions were characterized by Smith as “mean rapacity”42 and capitalists as a
group were referred to as people who “seldom meet together, even for merriment or diversion,
but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise
prices.”43 Yet, despite his repeatedly negative depictions of capitalists,44 unrivaled among
economists until Karl Marx, Adam Smith nevertheless became the patron saint of laissez-faire
capitalism. Intentions, which were crucial in the unconstrained vision of Godwin, were irrelevant
in the constrained vision of Smith. What mattered to Smith were the systemic characteristics of a
competitive economy, which he saw as producing social benefits from unsavory individual
intentions.While Adam Smith and William Godwin have been cited as especially clear and
straightforward writers espousing opposing visions, each is part of a vast tradition that continues
powerful and contending for domination today. Even among their contemporaries, Smith and
Godwin each had many intellectual compatriots with similar visions, differently expressed and
differing in details and degree. Edmund Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France in 1790
was perhaps the most ringing polemical application of the constrained vision. Thomas Paine’s
equally polemical reply, The Rights of Man (1791), anticipated in many ways the more
systematic unfolding of the unconstrained vision by Godwin two years later.Godwin credited
Rousseau with being “the first to teach that the imperfections of government were the only
perennial source of the vices of mankind.”45 Rousseau was certainly the most famous of those



who argued on the basis of a human nature not inherently constrained to its existing limitations,
but narrowed and corrupted by social institutions—a vision also found in Condorcet and in
Baron D’Holbach, among others of that era. In the nineteenth century, John Stuart Mill said that
the “present wretched education” and “wretched social arrangements” were “the only real
hindrance” to attaining general happiness among human beings.46 Mill’s most ringing rhetoric
reflected the unconstrained vision, though his eclecticism in many areas caused him to include
devastating provisos more consonant with the constrained vision.47Much of nineteenth-century
and twentieth-century liberalism (in the American sense) builds upon these foundations,
modified and varying in degree, and applied to areas as disparate as education, war, and
criminal justice. Marxism, as we shall see, was a special hybrid, applying a constrained vision to
much of the past and an unconstrained vision to much of the future.When Harold Laski said that
“dissatisfaction” was an “expression of serious ill in the body politic,”48 he was expressing the
essence of the unconstrained vision, in which neither man nor nature have such inherent
constraints as to disappoint our hopes, so that existing institutions, traditions, or rulers must be
responsible for dissatisfaction. Conversely, when Malthus attributed human misery to “laws
inherent in the nature of man, and absolutely independent of all human regulations,”49 he was
expressing one of the most extreme forms of the constrained vision, encompassing inherent
constraints in both nature and man.Godwin’s reply to Malthus, not surprisingly, applied the
unconstrained vision to both nature and man: “Men are born into the world, in every country
where the cultivation of the earth is practised, with the natural faculty in each man of producing
more food than he can consume, a faculty which cannot be controlled but by the injurious
exclusions of human institution.”50 Given the unconstrained possibilities of man and nature,
poverty or other sources of dissatisfaction could only be a result of evil intentions or blindness to
solutions readily achievable by changing existing institutions.By contrast, Burke considered
complaints about our times and rulers to be part of “the general infirmities of human nature,” and
that “true political sagacity” was required to separate these perennial complaints from real
indicators of a special malaise.51 Hobbes went even further, arguing that it was precisely when
men are “at ease” that they are most troublesome politically.52The constraints of nature are
themselves important largely through the constraints of human nature. The inherent natural
constraint of the need for food, for example, becomes a practical social problem only insofar as
human beings multiply to the point where subsistence becomes difficult to achieve for a growing
population. Thus this central constraint of nature in Malthus becomes socially important only
because of Malthus’ highly constrained vision of human nature, which he saw as inevitably
behaving in such a way as to populate the earth to that point. But Godwin, who readily conceded
the natural constraint, had a very different vision of human nature, which would not needlessly
overpopulate. Therefore, the possibility of a geometrical increase in people was of no concern to
Godwin because “possible men do not eat, though real men do.”53Malthus, on the other hand,
saw overpopulation not as an abstract possibility in the future but as a concrete reality already
manifested. According to Malthus, “the period when the number of men surpass their means of



subsistence has long since arrived . . . has existed ever since we have had any histories of
mankind, does exist at present, and will for ever continue to exist.”54 It would be hard to
conceive of a more absolute statement of a constrained vision. Where Malthus and Godwin
differed was not over a natural fact—the need for food—but over behavioral theories based on
very different visions of human nature. Most followers of the unconstrained vision likewise
acknowledge death, for example, as an inherent constraint of nature (though Godwin and
Condorcet did not rule out an eventual conquest of death), but simply do not treat this as a
constraint on the social development of mankind, which lives on despite the deaths of
individuals.The great evils of the world—war, poverty, and crime, for example—are seen in
completely different terms by those with the constrained and the unconstrained visions. If human
options are not inherently constrained, then the presence of such repugnant and disastrous
phenomena virtually cries out for explanation—and for solutions. But if the limitations and
passions of man himself are at the heart of these painful phenomena, then what requires
explanation are the ways in which they have been avoided or minimized. While believers in the
unconstrained vision seek the special causes of war, poverty, and crime, believers in the
constrained vision seek the special causes of peace, wealth, or a law-abiding society. In the
unconstrained vision, there are no intractable reasons for social evils and therefore no reason
why they cannot be solved, with sufficient moral commitment. But in the constrained vision,
whatever artifices or strategies restrain or ameliorate inherent human evils will themselves have
costs, some in the form of other social ills created by these civilizing institutions, so that all that is
possible is a prudent trade-off.The two great revolutions in the eighteenth century—in France
and in America—can be viewed as applications of these differing visions, though with all the
reservations necessary whenever the flesh and blood of complex historical events are
compared to skeletal theoretical models. The underlying premises of the French Revolution
more clearly reflected the unconstrained vision of man which prevailed among its leaders. The
intellectual foundations of the American Revolution were more mixed, including men like
Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, whose thinking was similar in many ways to that in
France, but also including as a dominant influence on the Constitution, the classic constrained
vision of man expressed in The Federalist Papers. Where Robespierre looked forward to the end
of revolutionary bloodshed, “when all people will have become equally devoted to their country
and its laws,”55 Alexander Hamilton in The Federalist Papers regarded the idea of individual
actions “unbiased by considerations not connected with the public good” as a prospect “more
ardently to be wished than seriously to be expected.”56 Robespierre sought a solution, Hamilton
a trade-off.The Constitution of the United States, with its elaborate checks and balances, clearly
reflected the view that no one was ever to be completely trusted with power. This was in sharp
contrast to the French Revolution, which gave sweeping powers, including the power of life and
death, to those who spoke in the name of “the people,” expressing the Rousseauean “general
will.” Even when bitterly disappointed with particular leaders, who were then deposed and
executed, believers in this vision did not substantially change their political systems or beliefs,



viewing the evil as localized in individuals who had betrayed the revolution.The writers of The
Federalist Papers were quite conscious of the vision of man that underlay the Constitution of
checks and balances which they espoused:It may be a reflection on human nature that such
devices should be necessary to control the abuses of government. But what is government itself
but the greatest of all reflections on human nature?57To the Federalists, the evil was inherent in
man, and institutions were simply ways of trying to cope with it. Adam Smith likewise saw
government as “an imperfect remedy” for the deficiency of “wisdom and virtue” in man.58 The
Federalist Papers said:Why has government been instituted at all? Because the passions of
men will not conform to the dictates of reason and justice without constraint.59To those without
this constrained vision of man, the whole elaborate system of constitutional checks and
balances was a needless complication and impediment. Condorcet condemned such
“counterweights” for creating an “overcomplicated” political machine “to weigh upon the
people.”60 He saw no need for society to be “jostled between opposing powers”61 or held back
by the “inertia” of constitutional checks and balances.62The constrained vision is a tragic vision
of the human condition. The unconstrained vision is a moral vision of human intentions, which
are viewed as ultimately decisive. The unconstrained vision promotes pursuit of the highest
ideals and the best solutions. By contrast, the constrained vision sees the best as the enemy of
the good—a vain attempt to reach the unattainable being seen as not only futile but often
counterproductive, while the same efforts could have produced a more viable and beneficial
trade-off. Adam Smith applied this reasoning not only to economics but also to morality and
politics: The prudent reformer, according to Smith, will respect “the confirmed habits and
prejudices of the people,” and when he cannot establish what is right, “he will not disdain to
ameliorate the wrong.” His goal is not to create the ideal but to “establish the best that the people
can bear.”63But Condorcet, expressing the unconstrained vision, rejected any notion that laws
should “change with the temperature and adapt to the forms of government, to the practices that
superstition has consecrated, and even to the stupidities adopted by each people. . . .”64 Thus
he found the French Revolution superior to the American Revolution, for “the principles from
which the constitution and laws of France were derived were purer” and allowed “the people to
exercise their sovereign right” without constraint.65 Related to this is the question whether the
institutions of one society can be transferred to another, or particular blueprints for better
societies be applied to very different countries. Jeremy Bentham was noted for producing both
specific reforms and general principles intended to apply in very different societies. Yet to
Hamilton, “What may be good at Philadelphia may be bad at Paris and ridiculous at
Petersburgh.”66 Each of these conclusions is consistent with the respective vision from which it
came.While the constrained vision sees human nature as essentially unchanged across the
ages and around the world, the particular cultural expressions of human needs peculiar to
specific societies are not seen as being readily and beneficially changeable by forcible
intervention. By contrast, those with the unconstrained vision tend to view human nature as
beneficially changeable and social customs as expendable holdovers from the past.Ideals are



weighed against the cost of achieving them, in the constrained vision. But in the unconstrained
vision, every closer approximation to the ideal should be preferred. Costs are regrettable, but by
no means decisive. Thomas Jefferson’s reply to those who turned against the French
Revolution, because of the innocent people it had killed, exemplified this point:My own
affections have been deeply wounded by some of the martyrs to this cause, but rather than it
should have failed, I would have seen half the earth desolated.67Belief in the irrelevance of
process costs in the pursuit of social justice could hardly have been expressed more clearly or
categorically. Yet, in the end, Jefferson too turned against the French Revolution, as its human
cost increased beyond what he could continue to accept. Jefferson was not completely or
irrevocably committed to the unconstrained vision.The relative importance of process costs has
continued, over the centuries, to distinguish the constrained and the unconstrained visions.
Modern defenders of legal technicalities which allow criminals to escape punishment who
declare, “That is the price we pay for freedom,” or defenders of revolutions who say, “You can’t
make omelettes without breaking eggs,” are contemporary exemplars of an unconstrained vision
which has historically treated process costs as secondary. At the other end of the philosophical
spectrum are those who in essence repeat Adam Smith’s view of process costs: “The peace and
order of society is of more importance than even the relief of the miserable.”68 The continuing
battle between ideals and the costs of achieving them is only one part of the ongoing conflict of
visions.SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONSVisions rest ultimately on some sense of the nature of
man—not simply his existing practices but his ultimate potential and ultimate limitations. Those
who see the potentialities of human nature as extending far beyond what is currently manifested
have a social vision quite different from those who see human beings as tragically limited
creatures whose selfish and dangerous impulses can be contained only by social contrivances
which themselves produce unhappy side effects. William Godwin and Adam Smith are two of the
clearest and most consistent exemplars of these respective social visions—the unconstrained
and the constrained. Yet they are neither the first nor the last in these two long traditions of social
thought.When Rousseau said that man “is born free” but “is everywhere in chains,”69 he
expressed the essence of the unconstrained vision, in which the fundamental problem is not
nature or man but institutions. According to Rousseau, “men are not naturally enemies.”70 The
diametrically opposite vision was presented in Hobbes’ Leviathan, where the armed power of
political institutions was all that prevented the war of each against all71 that would otherwise
exist among men in their natural state, where life would be “solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and
short.”72 While the unconstrained vision of Condorcet led him to seek a society in which man’s
“natural inclination” would coincide with the social good,73 Hayek’s constrained vision led to the
conclusion that the “indispensable rules of the free society require from us much that is
unpleasant”74—that is, man’s nature inherently could not coincide with the social good but must
be deliberately subordinated to it, despite the unpleasantness which this entailed.Given the
wider capabilities of man in the unconstrained vision, the intentions which guide those
capabilities are especially important. Words and concepts which revolve around intention



—“sincerity,” “commitment,” “dedication”—have been central to discussions within the framework
of the unconstrained vision for centuries, and the policies sought by this vision have often been
described in terms of their intended goals: “Liberty, equality, fraternity,” “ending the exploitation of
man by man,” or “social justice,” for example. But in the constrained vision, where man’s ability to
directly consummate his intentions is very limited, intentions mean far less. Burke referred to “the
Beneficial effects of human faults” and to “the ill consequences attending the most undoubted
Virtues.”75 Adam Smith’s entire economic doctrine of laissez-faire implicitly assumed the same
lack of correspondence between intention and effect, for the systemic benefits of capitalism
were no part of the intention of capitalists.In the constrained vision, social processes are
described not in terms of intentions or ultimate goals, but in terms of the systemic characteristics
deemed necessary to contribute to those goals—“property rights,” “free enterprise,” or “strict
construction” of the Constitution, for example. It is not merely that there are different goals in the
two visions but, more fundamentally, that the goals relate to different things. The unconstrained
vision speaks directly in terms of desired results, the constrained vision in terms of process
characteristics considered conducive to desired results, but not directly or without many
unhappy side effects, which are accepted as part of a trade-off.With all the complex differences
among social thinkers as of a given time, and still more so over time, it is nevertheless possible
to recognize certain key assumptions about human nature and about social causation which
permit some to be grouped together as belonging to the constrained vision and others as
belonging to the unconstrained vision. Although these groupings do not encompass all social
theorists, they cover many important figures and enduring ideological conflicts of the past two
centuries.Running through the tradition of the unconstrained vision is the conviction that foolish
or immoral choices explain the evils of the world—and that wiser or more moral and humane
social policies are the solution. William Godwin’s elaboration of this unconstrained vision in his
Enquiry Concerning Political Justice drew upon and systematized such ideas found among
numerous eighteenth-century thinkers—Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Voltaire, Condorcet, Thomas
Paine, and Holbach being notable examples. This general approach was carried forth in the
nineteenth century, in their very different ways, by Saint-Simon, Robert Owen, and by George
Bernard Shaw and other Fabians. Its twentieth-century echoes are found in political theorists
such as Harold Laski, in economists like Thorstein Veblen and John Kenneth Galbraith, and in
the law with a whole school of advocates of judicial activism, epitomized by Ronald Dworkin in
theory and Earl Warren in practice.By contrast, the constrained vision sees the evils of the world
as deriving from the limited and unhappy choices available, given the inherent moral and
intellectual limitations of human beings. For amelioration of these evils and the promotion of
progress, they rely on the systemic characteristics of certain social processes such as moral
traditions, the marketplace, or families. They conceive of these processes as evolved rather than
designed—and rely on these general patterns of social interaction rather than on specific policy
designed to directly produce particular results for particular individuals or groups. This
constrained view of human capacities found in Adam Smith is also found in a long series of other



social thinkers, ranging from Thomas Hobbes in the seventeenth century, through Edmund
Burke and the authors of The Federalist Papers among Smith’s contemporaries, through such
twentieth-century figures as Oliver Wendell Holmes in law, Milton Friedman in economics, and
Friedrich A. Hayek in general social theory.Not all social thinkers fit this schematic dichotomy.
John Stuart Mill and Karl Marx, for example, do not fit, for very different reasons, as will be noted
in Chapter 5. Others take midway positions between the two visions, or convert from one to the
other. However, the conflict of visions is no less real because everyone has not chosen sides or
irrevocably committed themselves.Despite necessary caveats, it remains an important and
remarkable phenomenon that how human nature is conceived at the outset is highly correlated
with the whole conception of knowledge, morality, power, time, rationality, war, freedom, and law
which defines a social vision. These correlations will be explored in the chapters that
follow.Because various beliefs, theories, and systems of social thought are spread across a
continuum (perhaps even a multi-dimensional continuum), it might in one sense be more
appropriate to refer to less constrained visions and more constrained visions instead of the
dichotomy used here. However, the dichotomy is not only more convenient but also captures an
important distinction. Virtually no one believes that man is 100 percent unconstrained and
virtually no one believes that man is 100 percent constrained. What puts a given thinker in the
tradition of one vision rather than the other is not simply whether he refers more to man’s
constraints or to his untapped potential but whether, or to what extent, constraints are built into
the very structure and operation of a particular theory. Those whose theories incorporate these
constraints as a central feature have a constrained vision; those whose theories do not make
these constraints an integral or central part of the analysis have an unconstrained vision. Every
vision, by definition, leaves something out—indeed, leaves most things out. The dichotomy
between constrained and unconstrained visions is based on whether or not inherent limitations
of man are among the key elements included in the vision.The dichotomy is justified in yet
another sense. These different ways of conceiving man and the world lead not merely to
different conclusions but to sharply divergent, often diametrically opposed, conclusions on
issues ranging from justice to war. There are not merely differences of visions but conflicts of
visions.Chapter 3Visions of Knowledge and ReasonThe constrained and the unconstrained
visions tend to differ in their very definition of knowledge, as well as in their conceptions of its
quantity, concentration, or dispersal, and its role in the social process. Reason likewise takes on
entirely different meanings in the two visions.THE MOBILIZATION OF KNOWLEDGEThe
Constrained VisionIn the constrained vision, any individual’s own knowledge alone is grossly
inadequate for social decision-making, and often even for his own personal decisions. A
complex society and its progress are therefore possible only because of numerous social
arrangements which transmit and coordinate knowledge from a tremendous range of
contemporaries, as well as from the even more vast numbers of those from generations past.
Knowledge as conceived in the constrained vision is predominantly experience—transmitted
socially in largely inarticulate forms, from prices which indicate costs, scarcities, and



preferences, to traditions which evolve from the day-to-day experiences of millions in each
generation, winnowing out in Darwinian competition what works from what does not work.
Friedrich A. Hayek expressed this view when he said:The growth of knowledge and the growth
of civilization are the same only if we interpret knowledge to include all the human adaptations to
environment in which past experience has been incorporated. Not all knowledge in this sense is
part of our intellect, nor is our intellect the whole of our knowledge. Our habits and skills, our
emotional attitudes, our tools, and our institutions—all are in this sense adaptations to past
experience which have grown up by selective elimination of less suitable conduct. They are as
much an indispensable foundation of successful action as is our conscious knowledge.1In this
vision, it is not simply that individuals rationally choose what works from what does not work, but
also—and more fundamentally—that the competition of institutions and whole societies leads to
a general survival of more effective collections of cultural traits, even if neither the winners nor
the losers rationally understand what was better or worse about one set or the other. Values
which may be effective at the tribal level will tend to be overwhelmed by values that permit or
promote the functioning of larger aggregations of people. From this perspective, “man has
certainly more often learnt to do the right thing without comprehending why it was the right thing,
and he still is better served by custom than understanding.” There is thus “more ‘intelligence’
incorporated in the system of rules of conduct than in man’s thoughts about his
surroundings.”2Knowledge is thus the social experience of the many, as embodied in behavior,
sentiments, and habits, rather than the specially articulated reason of the few, however talented
or gifted those few might be. When knowledge is conceived as social experience rather than
solitary excogitation, then “a very small part is gained in the closet,” according to Hamilton.3In
Burke’s words: “We are afraid to put men to live and trade each on his own private stock of
reason; because we suspect that this stock in each man is small, and that the individuals would
do better to avail themselves of the general bank and capital of nations and of ages.”4 By
reason, Burke did not mean simply the written words of notable individuals but the whole
experience of peoples, summarized in the feelings, formalities, and even prejudices embodied in
their culture and behavior. These cultural distillations of knowledge were not considered infallible
or immutable—which would have been a solution instead of a trade-off—but rather as a tested
body of experience that worked, and which was to be changed only after the most circumspect,
and perhaps even reluctant, examination. We should attend to the defects of the social order,
according to Burke, with the same trepidation with which we would tend the wounds of our
father.5 They are not to be ignored, but neither are they a mandate for experiment or hasty
inspiration. With no examination whatever, there would be no evolutionary process, and
therefore, in this vision, no basis for the confidence in tradition and enduring institutions which
was the hallmark of Burke, and to varying degrees of other believers in a constrained vision.The
trade-off perspective of the constrained vision treats defects as inevitable, and therefore not in
themselves reason for change, unless their magnitudes merit the inevitable costs entailed by
change. “Preserving my principles unshaken,” Burke said, “I reserve my activity for rational



endeavours.”6 On another occasion, he said: “I must bear with infirmities until they fester into
crimes.”7 This was not a mere verbal patina on apathetic drift, as shown by Burke’s own
relentless prosecution of Warren Hastings for alleged misconduct in his governance of India, or
Burke’s unpopular stand in Parliament for freeing the rebellious American colonies, or his anti-
slavery proposals.8 Adam Smith likewise urged the freeing of the American colonies—and other
colonies as well—in addition to suggesting a number of domestic reforms and being opposed to
slavery.9 In America, the men who wrote The Federalist Papers—Alexander Hamilton, James
Madison, and John Jay—first came to public notice as leaders in the revolt against British rule.
The constrained vision was not synonymous with (or camouflage for) acceptance of the status
quo.The Unconstrained VisionThe unconstrained vision had no such limited view of human
knowledge or of its application through reason. It was the eighteenth-century exemplars of the
unconstrained vision who created “the age of reason,” as expressed in the title of Thomas
Paine’s famous book of that era. Reason was as paramount in their vision as experience was in
the constrained vision. According to Godwin, experience was greatly overrated—“unreasonably
magnified,” in his words—compared to reason or to “the general power of a cultivated mind.”10
Therefore the wisdom of the ages was seen by Godwin as largely the illusions of the ignorant.
The age of a belief or practice did not exempt it from the crucial test of validation in specifically
articulated terms. In Godwin’s words, “we must bring everything to the standard of reason.” He
added:Nothing must be sustained, because it is ancient, because we have been accustomed to
regard it as sacred, or because it has been unusual to bring its validity into question.11
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M. Heiss, “Lucid. Thomas Sowell — why can’t everyone write like Thomas Sowell?In brief:There
is a constrained vision and an unconstrained vision of what shapes human behavior.The visions
are pre-analytic and not necessarilyspelledout when people disagree about politics and
culture.On HUMAN NATUREUnC:people are selflessIntentions matterPeople are capable of
impartialityHuman nature is evolvingWe are all full of untapped human potentialWe have a
higher sense of social dutyWe are magnanimous and generousC:We are egocentricHuman
nature is unchangeableWe are imperfect and imperfectableOur morality is taught as self-interest
(incentives and tradeoffs matter)On TRADEOFFS AND SOLUTIONSUnC:Mankind makes
progressSeek the causes of war and poverty as something out of the ordinarySocial customs
are expendable holdovers (28)Process costs are unimportantBetter policies produce better
peopleIntentions EQUAL outcomes (31)C:Mankind needs prudenceSeek causes of prosperity
and peace as out of the ordinaryHuman traditions make senseProcess costs are
importantLimited choices are available and ALL have negative tradeoffs (32)On KNOWLEDGE
AND REASONUnC:Tradition and custom are an inheritance of ignoranceSmart, cultivated
people make better decisions than individuals (41)We need a special priesthood of
leadersIntellectuals are specialIntellectuals are not ambitiousThe wisest SHOULD
governSociety works best when the People are coordinated by expertsLends itself to arrogance
and exhibitionism (67)C:Personal knowledge is inadequateSociety must transmit knowledge
and civilizationExperience is the best teacherCustoms are time-tested and successful
habitsDefects are inevitableNo need for drastic interventionsCommon sense is widely
understood and instinctiveSociety works best through the cooperation of individualsDispersed
social processesOn LAW:UnC:Traditions are dismissed as superstitionsThe ends justify the
meansGovernment power should be unlimitedWhat consequences?C:The law should
incorporate experience and customsGovernment power should be limitedWell-intended policies
have negative consequences (51,81)The importance of precedentYou can not predict the
consequencesYou can not bring about justice by inflicting injusticeSocial justice is beyond man’s
ability to achieveOn SINCERITYUnC:The utmost importanceC:Not socially beneficialFidelity to
duty is more importantA good representative of unconstrained thinking is the engineering
pattern; a good representative of constrained thinking is the language pattern.My notes on
political systems:MARXISM is a hybrid. Capitalism/the bourgeoisie is a necessary step in the
direction of progress. The past is constrained, but the future is unconstrained, Comrade!
JEREMY BENTHAM - hybrid. Redistribution isn’t morally wrong - it is wrong because insecurity
of property reduces production.MILL is a hybrid - utilitarianism. Constraints are accepted, even
though he seems unconstrained.Back to the visions...IMPLICIT
ASSUMPTIONSUnC:Concerned with social resultsTake direct action to achieve resultsFreedom
= desireJustice = outcomesPower = who acts on whom?Equality = similar outcomes for all
(except the experts, who will be rewarded with wealth and position)Disparate impact is “proof” of



injusticeGood, intelligent people can not be opposed to our ideas!Unlimited human potential!
Decision making is an elite prerogativeSurrogate decision makers make better decisionsC:It is
unwise to concentrate political power sufficient to achieve results.Freedom = refrain from
interferingJustice = the rules are justPower = reducing optionsEquality = same rules for
allMeasure general effectiveness (ie constitutional government, competitive markets)Opponents
are well-meaning but mistakenHuman nature is flawed and limitedSystemic knowledge is
widespreadIndividual discretion is promotedEverything is a tradeoffIndividual decision makers
make better decisionsHolders of constrained AND unconstrained visions are working toward a
public good.They have different empirical assumptions about human nature and cause/effect”

william zogby, “A classic. I am a college professor. For anyone, either liberal or conservative, this
is the classic work that explains the basis of our thinking. It is a far cry from the insults and name
calling of today, rather a look at the "great debate" of man's nature and the consequences of
each view. I felt like I was sitting as a student at the feet of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. It is one
of the best and most readable works on this subject that has appeared in decades.”

Roger J Miller, “I would highly recommend Sowell's book to anyone who's interested in gaining
a .... I would highly recommend Sowell's book to anyone who's interested in gaining a better
understanding of the intellectual conservative argument. As a liberal-leaning individual, I rarely
get a real take on conservative ideology. I wouldn't say Sowell flipped my perspective, but he
certainly allowed me to understand and appreciate the value and sincerity of conservatism
beyond the hackneyed hot-takes that flood cable news on both sides of the aisle.”

Dr. Marcos Gallacher, “An outstanding book by a first-rate scholar.. Thomas Sowell is in my
opinion one of the most important intellectuals of the XXth century.He would probably cringe at
my assertion, as in this and other books he places severe limits on the "value" of most
"intelectual" output. Or more accuratelly, on the value that intellectuals have had on
society.Sowell builds his argument from a simple premise: most political and economic
discussions arise from inherently contrasting views on "the nature of man". One the one hand,
the "unconstrained" view assigns great weight to reason, and assumes that concern for others
can be an important factor fort the funcioning of society.In contrast with the above, the
"constrained" view places emphasis on evolutive learning (individual and social), and is
sceptical as regards to altruism and related behavior.Sowell discussed at lenght the history of
these views in economic and political thought, and their impact for understanding the functioning
of socienty. His approach is (in my opinion) quite objective, frequently quoting paragraphs from
authors of both camps.Interesting to me is the discussion of marxism, that in constrast to
socialism or "social democracy" follows a constrained version of human history, only to be
repaced by the "unconstrained" when the ideal comunist state is achieved. In this sense, it is
sometimes easier to debate with a died-in the-wool marxist, than with a more ambiguous and "



wooly" social democrat.Sowell builds upon and effectivelly uses the insights derived from Adam
Smith's book, as well as Hayek's article on the use of knowledge in society. New and fresh
insights are derived.Sowell also draws on Burke's work on political processes. Indeed, an
important strength of his book is his deep undertanding not only of economics, but of political
science and law. The term "political economist" is a natural one to label Thomas Sowell.This is a
highly important book. I would say "indispensable", although the author would surely object to
this probably  dogmatic assertion.”

Ricky, “Plato v Aristotle. Thomas Sowell discusses a topic that gets to the heart of political,
social, psychological and other world view splits that are evident in the modern Western world.
He defines a vision as a ‘pre-analytic cognitive act’ – a felt sense of something before applying
reason or logic. A Vision is not the same as a wish or a dream. Instead, it incorporates the
assumptions we often unconsciously hold when we think. Visions underpin our understanding of
the world and Sowell compares the ‘constrained’ vision of the American revolution, with the
‘unconstrained’ vision of the French revolution.The difference centres on how one views human
nature. The constrained vision sees man as essentially flawed, a mixture of good and bad.
Therefore, society needs institutions that keep individuals from committing harm and institutions
that are kept in check by a separation of powers. These checks and balances are essential if
society values freedom. Hence, the conservatives favour ideas such as setting limits, freedom of
speech, boundaries, law and order and constitution.In the ‘unconstrained vision, man is seen as
an essentially malleable creature, with harm and pathology being largely social constructs.
Institutions should exist to liberate the human spirit and help him aspire to his unflawed state.
Socialist liberals see no need for institutions that curb one’s freedoms, only enhance them and
promote equality. There is no need for separation of powers or check and balances, only
leaders that are ‘philosopher kings’ or elites.The French revolution ended with the guillotine and
Napoleon Bonaparte. Yet it keeps being reborn in socialist politics and the exuberance of youth.
The American revolution gave rise to the American constitution, the conservation of
independence and freedom, and the success of capitalism.Thomas Sowell is to be
congratulated for his clarity of thought as well as his considered compassion. In ‘A conflict of
visions’ he shows just how different the world views are, and how they lead to incompatible
policies. As idealism clashes with realism, we have the conflict between Plato’s vision and that of
Aristotle.”

Thomas Payne, “Prophetic!. Such an intelligent man Thomas Sowell is. I wish that I had read this
when it was first released. Every historic analysis is right on the button. Deep accurate insight
into what has been happening throughout the 20th century and has accellerated in the 21st.
Why is this not taught in our schools and universities? There's the problem right there!”

Miss Jk Atwal, “Sowell has stated (somewhere) that this is his most complete .... Sowell has



stated (somewhere) that this is his most complete work, and I indeed think that all of his thinking
boils down to the the constrained vs unconstrained visions. In fact, all our current political,
economic and social issues boil down to this. Absolutely essential reading.”

John, “It’s the vision stupid!. There may be better books on ideological conflict. But I’ve not
found them.  Balanced, brilliant, buy it.  Like Kuhn for beginners - but more accessible.”

The book by Thomas Sowell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,105 people have provided feedback.
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